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News in brief

Team to promote
greening in Kuwait

KUWAIT:  Minister  of  Publ ic  Works ,
Minister  of  E lectr ic i ty, Water  and
Renewable  Energy Al i  Al-Mousa gave
orders  on Wednesday to  form a  team
responsible for greening and tree planting
works in residential areas and roads, as well
as promoting vegetation and improving
public parks around Kuwait.

Coordination to address
residency violators

KUWAIT: The Interior Ministry and Public
Authority for Manpower reached an agree-
ment to create a platform in order to deal
with the status of residency law violators,
Al-Rai reported yesterday quoting informed
sources who estimated illegals’ numbers at
“tens of thousands”. The agreement was
reached during a recent meeting between
Interior Minister Sheikh Ahmad Al-Nawaf
Al-Sabah, Justice Minister Jamal Al-Jalawi
and PAM officials to discuss the issue of
violating labor in the private sector, said the
sources who spoke on the condit ion of
anonymity. “The green light was given to
start preparing for a temporary project to
deal with residency violators who work in
the private sector only,” the sources added.

Kuwait oil up
to $120.22 pb

KUWAIT: Kuwait crude oil surged $5.02
to reach $120.22 per barrel (pb) during
Tuesday trading sessions, compared with
$115.20 pb last Friday, Kuwait Petroleum
C o r p o ra t i o n  ( K P C )  s a i d  We d n e s d ay.
Benchmark Brent however dropped 2.31 to
r e a ch  $ 1 1 1 . 9 3  p b  a n d  We s t  Tex a s
I n t e r m e d i a t e  l o s t  $ 1 . 8 0  t o  s e t t l e  a t
$112.40 pb.

KUWAIT: Minister of Commerce and Industry Fahad Al-Shuraian speaks
during the forum. —KUNA photos Former commerce minister Amani Bouresly addresses the forum.

KUWAIT: Minister of Commerce and Industry
Fahad Al-Shuraian said on Wednesday that the
political and economic changes that the world was
going through amidst the sharp fluctuating oil
prices required some serious measures to enhance
the economy through economic restoration pro-
grams and initiatives to privatize a number of pub-
lic sector institutions. This came in an economic
forum organized by the Arab Planning Institute
entitled ‘towards more privatization in the GCC’
with the participation of several economic experts
and officials.

Shuraian added that economic restoration pro-
grams aim to improve the level of competition,
which reflects positively on the country and lifts the
load on the government, and creates new job
opportunities. “It requires new measures in order to
achieve Kuwait’s vision, measures that correspond
to the international requirements, the application of
transparency and equality standards, these are the
main characteristics for the transformation into a
financial center,” he pointed out.

Amani Bouresly, former Minister of Commerce
and Industry, and head of the organizing committee
of the forum, said meanwhile that privatization is
one of the solutions to reduce the continuous infla-
tion in the public sector’s institutions and the rise

costs and expenses. “Privatization has great benefits
on the economic level, the most important of which
is raising productivity and improving the level and
efficiency of public services, but this file is still fac-
ing many organizational, legislative and social
obstacles,” she added. She pointed out that the
process of reconstructing the economy and down-

sizing the public sector that has more than 400,000
employees is considered one of the main pillars of
Kuwait vision 2035, as for the private sector can
create more job opportunities for upcoming work-
ers to the market.

Meanwhile, Arab Planning Institute consultant Dr
Fahad Al-Fadhala said that the forum’s main goal is

to shed the light on the efforts of the privatization
programs in the GCC and its role in repairing the
economy. Furthermore, Head of the Kuwait techni-
cal agency for privatization program Sheikh Fahad
Salim Al-Sabah said that the biggest challenge that
faces privatization in Kuwait is the large increase of
national labors in the governmental sectors, which
leads to a larger cost on the country. The legislators
offer employees the chance to choose between
staying in the institute to be privatized, to move to
another governmental job or retirement.

“The number of Kuwaiti employees in the
telecommunications sector before privatization did
not exceed 500 employees and there was only one
company, while privatization allowed competition in
the market, bringing the number of companies to
three, creating more than 2,500 job opportunities
for Kuwaitis, and this is evidence that proper priva-
tization brings positive results on the Kuwaiti econ-
omy,” he added. This second economic forum,
organized by the Arab Planning Institute, which is
held over two days, represents an opportunity to
gather all the concerned parties related to the pri-
vatization program, to display the different view-
points and successful regional and international
experiences and the possibility of benefiting from
them at the Gulf level.  —KUNA

Fluctuating oil prices requires measures to
enhance Kuwaiti economy: Commerce Minister

Privatization a need for Kuwait to face economic challenges: Shuraian
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Kuwait, Ethiopia
discuss domestic
labor recruitment
KUWAIT: Minister of Justice and Minister for
Integrity Promotion Affairs Jamal Al-Jalawi and a
delegation from the Ethiopian Ministry of Labor
and Skills discussed ways to bring Ethiopian
domestic workers to Kuwait. A statement by
Kuwait’s Public Authority for Manpower indicated
that Minister Jalawi and Nigussu Tilahun
Gebreamanuel — Commissioner for the Jobs
Creation Commission in Ethiopia — had laid the
final touches on a cooperation memorandum to
bring in Ethiopian domestic workers to Kuwait.
The Ethiopian delegation began its visit to Kuwait
earlier this week to discuss ways to bolster coop-
eration especially within the domestic workers
domain. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Minister of Justice and Minister for Integrity
Promotion Affairs Jamal Al-Jalawi presents a memento
to Nigussu Tilahun Gebreamanuel — Commissioner for
the Jobs Creation Commission in Ethiopia. —KUNA

Nazaha refers
former official to
Public Prosecution
KUWAIT: Kuwait Anticorruption Authority
(Nazaha) stated that following its investigations and
evidence gathering, it has referred a former senior
official and others to the Public Prosecution for the
embezzlement and facilitating the embezzlement of
public funds as criminalized in Article 10 of Law No.
1 of 1993 on the Protection of Public Funds, as well
as for the falsification of official documents as crim-

inalized in Article 257 of Law No. 16 of 1960
regarding the Penal Code.  

Further, the referral comes as part of Nazaha’s
efforts to combat corruption, avert its dangers, and
pursue its preparators by implementing its mandate
of detecting violations and suspicions of corruption
crimes as per Article 24 of Law No. 2 of 2016 on
the establishment of Kuwait Anticorruption
Authority and the Special Provisions of Financial
Disclosure.

Nazaha confirms that it is determined to continue
its efforts in investigating the information and data
submitted to it regarding corruption crimes. Nazaha
also appreciates the role of traditional and social
media in providing it with information about inci-
dents of corruption.

KUWAIT: Police arrested one person who fired
gunshots during a wedding in Kuwait recently, and
two people who officers say have cooperated with
the accused. Officers also confiscated an AK-47

rifle the suspects used in the firing, the Interior
Ministry said in a statement Wednesday. The arrest
came following investigations after a video clip
showing the shooting went viral on social media. 

Man arrested for firing from AK-47 in wedding


